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Although the

on ept of a quantum phase transition has been known

sin e the nineteen seventies, their importan e as a sour e of radi al transformation in metalli
tum

properties has only re ently been appre iated. A quan-

riti al point forms an essential singularity in the phase diagram of

orrelated matter.

We dis us new insights into the nature of this phe-

nomenon re ently gained from experiments in heavy ele tron materials.

PACS numbers: 71.10.Hf, 71.27.+a, 75.20.Hr, 75.30.Mb

1. The hallenge of quantum riti ality
Over the past few years,

ondensed matter physi ists have be ome fas-

inated by the phenomenon of quantum

riti ality. Classi al phase transi-

tions at nite temperature involve the development of an order parameter
A material that is tuned
minent

lose to a

.

lassi al phase transition senses the im-

hange of state as the order parameter develops thermal u tuations

over larger and larger regions of the sample, ultimately forming a s aleinvariant state of u tuating order
ing of the universal nature of the

alled a  riti al state. The understandorrelations that develop at a

riti al point is a triumph of twentieth
The analogous idea of quantum
during the hey-days of interest in

lassi al

entury physi s [1℄.

riti ality was introdu ed by John Hertz
riti al phenomena, but was regarded as

an intelle tual

uriosity [2℄.

have radi ally

hanged this perspe tive, revealing the ability of quantum
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phase transitions to qualitatively transform the properties of a material at
nite temperatures.

For example, high temperature super ondu tivity is

thought to be born from a new metalli
riti al doping in

state that develops at a

opperperovskite materials [3℄.

ertain

Near a quantum phase

transition, a material enters a weird state of quantum

riti ality: a new

state of matter where the wavefun tion be omes a u tuating entangled
mixture of the ordered, and disordered state. The physi s that governs this
new quantum state of matter represents a major unsolved
understanding of
A quantum
a point

riti al point (QCP) is a singularity in the phase diagram:

x=x

kB T0 (x) of ex

at zero-temperature where the



 h =kB T

AFM

Quantum

romagneti

x

xc

riti ality in heavy ele tron systems.

x < x
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Fig. 1.

hara teristi

itations above the ground-state goes to zero (Fig. 1.) [46,8,9℄.

T

moments.

hallenge to our

orrelated matter.

T < T0 (x)

behavior, in whi h the

x>x

,

High temperature: lo al

T < T0 (x)

omposite bound-states form between spins

produ ing a heavy Fermi liquid.

hara teristi

forming an antifer-

Non-Fermi liquid

energy s ale is temperature itself, develops

in the wedge shaped region between these two phases.

The QCP ae ts the broad wedge of phase diagram where
this region of the material phase diagram, the
are

ut-o by thermal u tuations after a

1

T > T0 (x).

In

riti al quantum u tuations
orrelation time given by the

Heisenberg un ertainly prin iple


1

S aling of



in quantum

 k ~T :
B

 ~=kB T is an example of naïve s aling and is only expe ted to o
riti al systems that lie below their upper

riti al dimension.

ur
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As a material is
the

ooled towards a quantum
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riti al point, the physi s probes

riti al quantum u tuations on longer and longer times ales. Although

the quantum

riti al region of the phase diagram where

T > T0 (x)

is

not a stri t phase, the absen e of any s ale to the ex itations other than
temperature itself qualitatively transforms the properties of the material in
a fashion that we would normally asso iate with a new phase of matter.
Heavy ele tron materials, oer a unique opportunity to study quantum
riti ality in a metal where the symmetry and

hara ter of the ground-state

on either side of the QCP is unambiguous. These materials

ontain a dense

array of lo al moments derived from rare earth or a tinide atoms, embedded
in a

ondu ting host. At high temperature they display a CurieWeiss tem-

perature dependen e of the magneti

sus eptibility

(T )  1=T

hallmark of lo al moment metals. Depending on the exa t
material, these lo al moments
ordered metal, or they form

that is the

onditions of the

an order, forming an antiferromagneti ally
omposite bound-states with the surrounding

ele trons, giving rise to a highly renormalized LandauFermi liquid [10℄.
There is a growing list of heavy ele tron materials that an be tuned into
the quantum

riti al point, by alloying, su h as CeCu6

the dire t appli ation of pressure, as in the
[13℄ or via the appli ation of a magneti

x Aux

[11℄, through

ase of CeIn3 [12℄ and CePd2 Si2

eld, as in the

ase of YbRh2 Si2

[14, 15℄. The re ently dis overed 115 materials [1618℄ also appear to lie
remarkably

lose to quantum

riti ality, with examples of

hemi ally, pres-

sure (CeRhIn5 [16℄) and eld-tuned quantum riti ality (CeCoIn5 [17, 18℄).

2. Key properties
In the ground-state near a quantum
terials display a linear spe i
dependen e of the resistivity
hara teristi
and

A

riti al point, heavy ele tron ma-

CV = T , and a quadrati temperature
 = 0 + AT 2 . Both of these properties are
heat

of LandauFermi liquid. As the QCP is approa hed, both

appear to diverge, indi ating a divergen e in the ee tive mass at

the QCP.
Some of the key properties at the QCP are:



A divergent spe i

heat

displays a logarithmi

oe ient

(T ) = CV =T




T0
(T ) = 0 log
:
T



[1921℄, whi h often

temperature dependen e [22℄

(1)

A quasi-linear temperature dependen e of the resistivity [13, 14, 23℄

 / T 1+" ;

(2)
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with

" in the range of 00.6.

and CeCu6

x Aux

Many

resistivity, reminis ent of the



ompounds, su h as YbRh2 Si2 [24℄

[21℄ and CeCoIn5 [16, 17℄ exhibit a perfe tly linear
uprate perovskites.

 1 (T ) 0 1  T a ,
x Gex )2 (x = 0:05) and

Anomalous exponents in the spin sus eptibility,
with

a < 1

for CeCu5:9 Au0:1 , YbRh2 (Si1

CeNi2 Ge2 [13℄.

x Aux ,

In CeCu6

ments [21℄ reveal

!=T

[21℄ neutron s attering measure-

[25℄ s aling in the dynami

spin sus eptibility

 1 (q ; !) = f (q ) + (i! + T )a ;

where

f (q) ! 0 at the ordering wave ve

(3)

tor(s).

The appearan e of temperature as the only energy s ale in the
spin u tuations with a non-trivial exponent
s aling, where the boundary

a < 1, is an example of naïve

ondition (in this

2 (0; ~=k



elds over the imaginary time

B

T ))

ase, the periodi ity of the
determines the

time. This is a hallmark of a system where the
their upper

riti al dimension [26℄. The

riti al

orrelation

riti al modes lie beneath

q-independen

e of damping in the

riti al spin u tuations suggests a lo al element to the underlying physi s,
and has stimulated eorts to develop a lo ally quantum- riti al theory of
the heavy ele tron QCP [27℄.
Re ently, it has be ome possible to examine the evolution of the Fermi
liquid properties at asymptoti ally low temperatures in the approa h to
a quantum

riti al point.

Parti ularly interesting insights have been ob-

tained from the material YbRh2 Si2 . This material has a 70 mK Neel temperature. By doping this material with Germanium, to form YbRh2 (Si1

x  0:05), the Néel temperature is driven to zero.

(

state, a tiny magneti

In this quantum

x Gex )2 ,
riti al

eld is su ient to drive the material into a Fermi

liquid state. These studies indi ate the presen e of a single eld-tuneable
energy s ale in both the spe i

heat

resistivity shows a eld dependent

CV =T

and the resistivity

ross-over between quadrati

temperature dependen e, whilst the spe i
at

T >> b and CV =T

liquid. These results

 1=b

T0 (b) / b,

and

, where

b=B

B

CV =T

 1=T

=

1 3

, in the eld-tuned Fermi

an be parameterized in the following form

d
dT
CV
T
where

=

The

and linear

heat shows a eld-dependent

ross-over between a low-temperature upturn of the form
1 3

(T ).





f



1
T 1=3

T



T0 (b)




;
T

T0 (b)



;

f (x)  min(x; 1), (x)  (min(x; 1))1=3

(4)

(see Fig. 2).

The existen e of a single s ale both the thermodynami s and the transport
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Fig. 2. Cartoon illustrating how the evolution of the resistivity and spe i heat in
YbRh2 (Si1 x Gex )2 (x  0:01) is determined by a single s ale T0 (B )  (B
B ),
after [28℄. (a) Linear resistan e at

riti ality develops into quadrati

dependen e

away from the QCP, (b) s aling of

d=dT

( ) eld dependen e of spe i

oe ient and (d) s aling of the spe i

oe ient

heat

(error bars indi ate spread of data),
heat

CV =T .

properties is striking eviden e for the idea that the Fermi temperature goes
to zero at a heavy fermion QCP. These results pla e very severe

onstraints

on our understanding of the physi s, as we now dis uss.

3. Di ulties with the standard model
The standard model of heavy fermion quantum

riti ality, is provided by

the MoriyaHertzMillis quantum spin density wave (QSDW) theory [2,68℄.
In this approa h,

riti al behavior results from Bragg dira tion of ele trons

o quantum u tuations in the spin density, des ribed by an intera tion of
the form

HI = g

P

y

~
q~ M~q  ~k q~~ ~k .

When the fermions are integrated out

of the physi s, the ee tive a tion for the slow quantum spin density modes
is assumed to be lo al, and given by

~

kB T
Z

X
F
=
jM (Q)j2  1(Q) + U4
kB T Q(~q;i )
n

d

Z

dd xM (x;  )4 :

(5)

0

The inverse sus eptibility

 (Q) =
1



~0
~q Q

2

+

2


j
n j

+

Q

0

1

(6)
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 is the

has an OrensteinZerni ke form, where

~ 0 is the
Q
y n derives

orrelation length,

ordering wave-ve tor and the damping term, linear in frequen
from

oupling to the parti le-hole ex itations of the Fermi sea.

Criti al u tuations in this model strongly s atter ele trons on hot lines
around the Fermi surfa e whi h are separated by momentum
Fig. 3(a)

(ii).

On the hot lines, the ele tron s attering rate

s

~0
Q

 see

/ max(!; T )

is linear in energy and temperature, and the quasiparti les masses are driven

p

to innity. This marginal Fermi liquid behavior [29℄ is
region of width

Æk



T

onned to a narrow

around the hot lines, and even at

riti ality, the

remainder of the Fermi surfa e would form a tranquil LandauFermi liquid.

(A)
a

(i)

qz

(ii)

Q

"HOT LINE"

T

0

Q

qy

0

T

qx
(B)
b

(ii)

qz

Q

(iii)

qy

qx

(i)

J’
2D SPIN FLUID
DECOUPLED BY
FRUSTRATION

"HOT SURFACE"

J

Fig. 3. (a) 3D QSDW s enario in whi h

(i) the

a point in momentum spa e giving rise to
(b) 2D QSDW s enario, in whi h
uid,

riti al u tuations fo us around

(ii) hot lines around the Fermi surfa e.

(i) frustration leads to layers of de oupled spin

(ii) rods of riti al s attering in momentum spa e and (iii) non Fermi liquid

behavior a ross the entire Fermi surfa e.

In the 3D QSDW s enario, the spin

orrelation time

 = Q0  2

so time

z = 2 spatial dimensions. The ee tive spatial dimensionality of the
phase spa e is D = d + z , and sin e Du = 4 is the upper- riti al dimension
4
of this kind of    eld theory, naïve s aling behavior is only expe ted for
d  du = 4 z = 2. The 3D QSDW model is thus in onsistent with
 E=T s aling in the spin orrelations with a non-trivial exponent.
s ales as




A divergen e in the spe i
The

heat.

ross-over to a linear resistivity at

T > T0 (x).

Heavy Ele tron Quantum Criti ality
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It is worth noting that the resistivity of CeIn3 follows a
is said to be

onsistent with the 3D s enario [30℄.

variation that

However, re ent NMR

measurements suggest that this material has a

rst order

ele trons never feel the full for e of quantum

riti ality [31℄.

transition, so that

4. Is the spin uid two-dimensional?
The failure of the 3D QSDW s enario has stimulated the proposal that
magneti

frustration

auses the spins to de ouple into layers of independent

two dimensional spin uids [12, 32℄ (Fig. 3(b)). This s enario does predi t
a logarithmi

divergen e in the spe i

Cv
T
where

Tsf is the

are then



 ln max(TTsf ; T ) ;
3D

hara teristi

whi h the planes be ome

heat of the form



(7)

s ale of spin u tuations and

oupled. Furthermore, the

2

T3D is the s

ale at

riti al spin u tuations

riti al along rods in momentum spa e , and in this situation large

regions of the Fermi surfa e be ome hot.
Part of the problem with the 2D QSDW, is that we know of no me hanism
to produ e su h perfe tly de oupled 2D spin uids within three dimensional
metals.

Even in latti es where frustration de ouples spin layers to rst

order in the interlayer

oupling

J 0,

spin layers to se ond order in the
from-disorder [3436℄,

T3D

to suppress

(J 0 )2 =J

ouple the

alled order-

and for this reason, it is di ult

more than an order of magnitude smaller than

frustration. Yet no su h
spe i



T3D

zero point spin u tuations

oupling via the me hanism

Tsf

using

rossover has been observed, indeed, YbRh2 Si2 , the

heat diverges faster than logarithmi ally at low temperatures.

Conventional heavy ele tron materials form LandauFermi liquids whi h
are

hara terized by lo al s attering amplitudes. One of the

this lo al s attering, is the

K = A=

2

onstan y of the

between the quadrati

and the square of the spe i

temperature

heat

onsequen es of

alled KadowakiWoods ratio
oe ient of the resistivity

oe ient [37℄. This is not expe ted in

the 2D QSDW pi ture, whi h will produ e strongly momentum dependent
s attering. Experimentally, the quadrati
verges in the approa h to quantum

A

oe ient of the resistivity di-

riti ality. From the s aling results on

eld-tuned

riti ality in YbRh2 Si2 mentioned above,

(

). Su h behavior

B=B B

model in whi h the inverse squared
portional to

b, 

2

/ b [7, 38℄.

of the linear spe i
2

In quantum

riti al CeCu6

 1=(T (b))  1=b
0

orrelation length is assumed to be pro-

The same model predi ts a weak dependen e

heat on magneti

riti al u tuations [32, 33℄.

A

an be obtained in a two dimensional spin uid

eld

x Aux (x = 0:1)

th

/ log(1=b),

so that

there is eviden e for rod-like regions of
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Kth =

A
2

Early experiments by Gegenwart

th

 b log1 (b) :
2

et al.,

[15℄ suggested that the Kadawaki

Woods ratio is independent of eld. More extensive s aling results at lower
elds and temperatures [28℄ indi ate that

Kexp =

A
2

exp

 1=b =

1 3

 b 1=

1 3

so that

:

This weak eld dependen e of the KadowakiWoods ratio indi ates that the
s attering amplitudes in the Fermi liquid do not develop a strong momentum
dependen e in the approa h to the QCP, arguing against the ex hange soft
magneti

u tuations in a 2D spin uid as the predominant origin of the

s attering.

5. The sear h for new mean eld theories
Traditionally, theories of

riti al u tuations are built upon an under-

lying mean-eld theory, whi h be omes exa t above the upper
mension.

The spin density wave s enario is a

riti al di-

onsequen e of examining

u tuations about the Stoner and Slater mean-eld theory for itinerant magnetism. The failure of this starting point may indi ate that we should sear h
for a new kind of mean-eld theory. Two ideas have been re ently explored:

 Lo al spin riti ality.

The momentum independen e of the spin

damping at the QCP point [21℄ has led to the suggestion that the
spin

orrelations are

riti al in time, yet spatially lo al [3941℄ permit-

ting their treatment via the extended dynami al mean eld theory
(EDMFT). This is a bold departure from the WilsonKadano approa h to
in the

riti ality, for ultimately only one dimension time is a tive

riti al u tuations.

 Traditional RG approa h on a new Lagrangian.
bra e a WilsonKadano approa h to quantum

If we em-

riti ality, then we

must seek a new Lagrangian des ription to of magnetism, and the way
it

ouples to the Fermi liquid. One idea here, is that at the quantum

riti al point, the heavy ele tron breaks-up into its spin and

harge

omponents [42℄.
The momentum-independent s aling term in the inverse dynami
tibility (6)

ertainly does suggests that the

the heavy fermion QCP

sus ep-

riti al behavior asso iated with

ontains some kind of

lo al

riti al ex itation [21℄.

Heavy Ele tron Quantum Criti ality
Si, Rabello, Ingersent and Smith [27℄
ally
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et al. have pursued the idea that the lo-

riti al degree of freedom is spin itself. In their pi ture, in order that the

hara teristi

energy s ale of lo al spin u tuations goes to zero at the QCP,

there must be a divergent

lo al

spin sus eptibility

lo =

P

q~ (~q; ! )j!=0 :

The phenomenologi al form (3) appears naturally as part of the EDMFT
s heme adopted by Si

et al.,

and by using this form to

ompute the lo al

spin sus eptibility,

lo (T ) 
Si

et al.,

Z

dd q

1
)2 + T

q Q

(

T d
(

2)

=2 :

(8)

on lude that if a divergen e of the lo al spin response requires

a two dimension spin uid. They nd, based on this assumption, that it is
possible to reprodu e the anomalous frequen y dependen e seen in neutron
s attering [27, 43℄.
This intriguing proposal for heavy ele tron quantum
some important te hni al hurdles to

riti ality still has

lear. In one interesting development,

Pankov, Kotliar and Motome re ently reported that the nite temperature
solutions to the EDMFT give rise to a rst order phase transition between
the antiferromagneti

and paramagneti

phases [44℄. The transition might

be ome se ond order at zero temperature, but it is not
with a rst order line

lear how any s enario

an be simply re on iled with the nite temperature

s aling behavior and the fan of quantum

riti ality observed in the vi inity

of a heavy fermion QCP (Fig. 4.)

(a)

(b)

(A)
S

T

FIR

H

ST O

RDE
R

(B)

H
t

PARA

AFM
QCP

x

Fig. 4. In the extended dynami al mean-eld theory des ription of lo al quantum
riti al theory, ea h spin behaves as a lo al moment in a u tuating Weiss eld.
Re ent work [44℄ indi ates that the phase transition predi ted by this approa h
may be rst order at nite temperature, with a possible QCP at zero temperature
as shown in (b).
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6. A new Lagrangian for the emergen e of magnetism?
Another alternative, is that the heavy fermion quantum
a simply three-dimensional phenomenon.
a sear h for a new

lass of

dimension

[45℄.

du > 3

In this

riti ality is

ase we need to begin

riti al Lagrangian with an upper

riti al spatial

There are a number of elements that might be

expe ted in su h a theory:





First, to produ e a qualitative departure from

onventional spin u -

tuation theory, we should in all probability seek a new des ription of
the

oupling between the magneti

modes and the heavy ele trons.

Se ond, there is a suspi ion that in order to obtain a break-down of
the quasiparti les over the whole Fermi surfa e, some aspe t of the
quantum

riti ality should be lo al.

One idea that the
riti al magneti

urrent authors have explored, is the notion that the

modes in a heavy fermion system and their

Fermi uid may be spinorial in

oupling to the

hara ter. We know, from various lines of

reasoning that in a Kondo latti e the Luttinger sum rule [4648℄ governing
the Fermi surfa e volume

V

FS  ounts both the ele tron density

number of the number of lo al moments per unit

2

V

FS

(2 )3

ell

ns :

ne and the

= ne + ns :

(9)

The appearan e of the spin density in the Luttinger sum rule ree ts the
omposite nature of the heavy quasiparti les, formed from bound-states between lo al moments and high energy ele tron states. Suppose the spinorial
hara ter of the magneti

degrees of freedom seen in the paramagnet

also

manifests itself in the de ay modes of the heavy quasiparti les. This would
imply that at the QCP, the staggered magnetization fa torizes into a spinobosoni

~ (x) = by (x)~ b(x),
M

b

is a two- omponent

spinor. Spinorial magnetism aords a dire t

oupling between the

rial degree of freedom
magneti

spinor

b

where

and the heavy ele tron quasi-parti le elds

inner produ t, over the spin indi es

L(2)
F M =g
where
harge

Xh

k ;q

yq byk q k + h.

i
.

;

~k

via an

(10)

onservation of ex hange statisti s obliges us to introdu e of a spinless

e

fermion

.

This would imply that the

de ays into a neutral spinon and a spinless

harge

omposite heavy ele tron

e fermion e

s + 

.

This line of reasoning leads suggests that the break-up of the heavy
fermion QCP may involve
magneti spinors will

spin harge separation. In the antiferromagnet, the

ondense, and the

 fermion will propagate

oherently.

Heavy Ele tron Quantum Criti ality
At the QCP, the vanishing of the ordered magneti
all

oherent motion of this obje t will

a lo ally

701

moment will mean that

ease. In su h a s enario, it is then

riti al fermion rather than spin that drives the non-Fermi liquid

behavior.
Additional support for this line of reasoning
pe ted dire tion:

omes from a quite unex-

from the re-examination of a venerable model of mag-

netism, the unders reened Kondo model (UKM). The unders reened Kondo
ee t, whereby a spin is partially quen hed from spin
o

S

S = S

to

urs in an impurity model when the number of s reening

1=2.

hannels is in-

su ient to quen h the lo al moment. In impurity models, this only arises
when

S > 1=2.

In the Kondo latti e, unders reening may be an intrinsi

feature of the quantum
law dependen e
at

 1 (T )

S = 1=2.

riti al point for

0 1  T a ,

riti ality might indeed be interpreted as

ir umstantial eviden e for the

existen e of partially quen hed moments at
The UKM model is written

The Curie-like power-

of the spin sus eptibility [15, 21℄ seen
riti ality.

H = H0 + HI ,

where

H0

des ribes the

ondu tion sea and

where

S

denotes a spin

;
HI = J S~  y ~
P
S > 1=2 and y = k y k

(11)
reates a

ondu tion

ele tron at the impurity site.

In re ent work, we have found that the essential physi s of the UKM is
aptured by a S hwinger boson representation of the lo al moments [49℄. In
an unexpe ted surprise, we have also found that the model exhibits a unique
kind of eld-tuned

riti ality, forming a tunable Fermi liquid in a magneti

eld, but a non-Fermi liquid at

B = 0.

In this approa h, the intera tion

between magnetism and the Fermi uid in the UKM takes the form

HI = J
where

X

y b by

;

 is a Grassman eld.

a fermioni

resonan e whi h

oupling is suggestively
above.
In a magneti
where

M

eld

!

h

 by  + y  b 

i

ouples to the

ondu tion sea. The form of this

lose to the phenomenologi al form (10) dis ussed

B , the S

!

(12)

J

The Gaussian u tuations of this eld des ribe

hwinger boson

ondenses,

is the magnetization, so that

HI

1
 ;

p



2M 



" + h: : + u

tuations

hb i =

p

2MÆ" ,
(13)

giving rise to a resonan e in the Fermi sea. What is unexpe ted about this
resonan e, is that its

hara teristi

weight

Z

or wave-fun tion renormaliza-
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T

γ

4

~ 1/ [T ln (T K /T)]

id
Liqu B
i
m
Fer T 0 ~

Non Fermi Liquid

B

γ
Fig. 5. S hemati

~1/( B ln 2 [T K /B])

phase diagram of the unders reened Kondo model. In a nite

eld, the ground-state is a Fermi liquid with a eld-tuned Fermi energy. In zero
eld, a residual ferromagneti

oupling between the ele tron sea and the untethered

moment leads to a break-down of Fermi liquid behavior and a divergen e of

CV =T

tion s ales with the magneti
a

=

with temperature.

hara teristi

energy s ale

eld B , Z / B , giving rise to a resonan e with
T0 (B ) / B . As the eld is redu ed to zero, so

the width of the resonan e narrows and the linear spe i
to diverge as


At zero eld the spe i

1

B ln

2



B
TK



heat

an be shown

:

heat a tually develops a divergen e



1

 ;
T ln4 TTK

whi h is reminis ent of the low-temperature upturn in the spe i
in YbRh2 Si2 . This eld-tunability of the Fermi temperature

heat seen

uriously went

unnoti ed in the Bethe Ansatz solutions of this model for two de ades [50℄.
In the new

ontext it is fas inating be ause it provides a

of a system of eld-tuned

riti ality in a model where the

on rete example
oupling between

the magnetism and the Fermi sea exhibits an expli it spinorial

hara ter.

One of the open questions about this model, is whether the temperature
dependent inelasti
between quadrati

s attering it gives rise to will mimi
and

T -linear

real heavy ele tron systems.

the a

s attering behavior around

T

ross-over

 B seen in
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Finally, we should note that if the transition between the antiferromagnet
and the paramagnet involves the formation (or destru tion) of new kinds of
fermioni

resonan e at the Fermi surfa e, then the geometry of the Fermi

surfa e will

hange far radi ally at the heavy ele tron QCP. This kind of

behavior is expe ted to give rise to dis ontinuities in the Hall

ondu tivity

and the extrapolated de Haasvan Alphen frequen ies at the QCP. This is
learly an area where we

ould benet immensely from further experimental

study.

7. Summary
We have reviewed the basi

physi s of heavy ele tron quantum

ity. The various properties of the antiferromagneti
riti al point, most notably the observation of
an e of a single s ale

T0 (x)governing

the

E=T

riti al-

heavy ele tron quantum
s aling and the appear-

ross-over from Fermi liquid, to

non-Fermi liquid behavior in both the resistivity and the thermodynami s,
suggest the existen e of a new universality

lass of

riti al ele troni

behavior

that lies beyond the rea h of quantum spin density wave theories of quantum
riti ality. This motivates a sear h for a new

lass of theory for the emer-

gen e of magnetism in heavy ele tron systems. One idea, is that the heavy
ele tron quantum
and
the

riti al point involves spin

riti al in time, but only weakly

orrelations that are singular

orrelated in spa e, but this leads to

on lusion that non-trivial behavior requires a frustrated, quasi-two di-

mensional spin uid. Alternatively, heavy ele tron quantum
be intrinsi ally three dimensional in

riti ality may

hara ter, but involve a kind of spin

harge de oupling that develops as the spins bound within

omposite heavy

ele trons emerge into ordered magnetism. Our theoreti al and experimental
explorations of this phenomenon are still very mu h in their infan y, and it
is

lear that mu h work remains to be done.
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